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Week 5:
Australia Pub Drinking Games
Ian: The one… you're talking about, the $1 note that you got that. The $2
note was the one that I missed when that disappeared. Because we used
to play this game, a pub game1, when I was about 18 or 19. And the way
the $2 note was built, back in those days, we were using paper and it was a
very particular sort of paper, but to make it a lot more difficult to
counterfeit2, they put a metal thread through the paper. And it wasn't cut in
exactly the same location every time as, you know, it was obviously put
through a cutting machine and the cutting machine would be a few
millimetres out3 onto where the metal thread actually was in the paper
when they were cutting them and then they obviously went and printed
them and so on. But the $2 note on one side of the note had John
MacArthur4, who was one of the original wealthy people in Australia, and
effectively created the sheep industry, the wool industry5 in Australia.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: So, he was commemorated6 on the $2 note and they used it and they
had pictures of sheep on it. And the largest sheep, the nose of the largest
sheep, was about aligned with7 where the metal thread went through. So,
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we used to have this game called sheep races. And because of the
inconsistency8 in where the metal thread was, the sheep would either be
short of the line, on the line, or past the line. So, you... All week you'd
collect your best $2 note to see the one who had the sheep that was the
furthest past the line. And then... This is back in the days of 10 o'clock
closing9 in pubs, so a bell would ring at quarter to ten in the pub and it was
for last drinks10. So, you couldn't order a drink after that time. And so that
bell used to be the sheep races thing for our group of friends and we'd all
pull our $2 note out and whoever had the sheep the furthest past, used to
take all of the $2, so you'd win it.
Pete: Ahhh…
Ian: But you had to sign, and completely illegal, defacing11 the Queen's
currency, you had to sign your winning note so you couldn't re-use the
good one next time…
Pete: Yep. Yep.
Ian: …and you had to go and collect them again. So, when the $2 notes
went, that pub game just disappeared.
Pete: That's so sad.
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Ian: It was a funny one. There was a... And I talk about that to people all
the time, particularly in Australia, nobody can remember. Nobody knows.
But in the one bar12, in the one pub where I grew up…
Pete: Yep.
Ian: …it was just a common thing. So, somebody obviously invented it
there. But it never got any ‘currency13’, if you'll excuse the pun14…
Pete: It never caught on15.
Ian: …because the $2 notes disappeared.
Pete: Yeah. I wonder if there is anything weird like that happens with the
current notes.
Ian: Yeah, there may be. I don't know. I haven't... Other than does naming
them by colour.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: You know, the ‘pineapple16’, the ‘lobster17’, and all those…
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Pete: There’s even if you doubles, right? I've seen like the ‘green ghost18’
as well as the ‘green tree frog18’, and a few of those sorts of things.
Ian: Yeah. Yeah. A few of those based on colour. But, of course, now our
notes are no longer paper. They're plastic. So, made of a particular
polymer.
Pete: Well it's funny, with $100 notes - you never see them unless you pull
them out of the bank, right. I'm sure that's always the case with the highest
denomination19.
Ian: Yeah. Oh, you don’t. Well, you never get… You can’t… Well the thing
is you can't get them is change.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: So, if you go to a… you go somewhere, you can't give a higher note
than $100, to get $100 back in change20.
Pete: Well, unless someone's buying something off you21, right? Yeah, but
usually.
Ian: Unless somebody has been paying you for things so that you are
really the only place that people typically get them is in high cash
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transactions22 or going to a bank to get cash out. So, they nearly always
mint23.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: That's a weird thing that you never see a crushed up hundred-dollar
note.
Pete: Isn’t there some crazy story too where $100 notes, it's something like
all have traces of cocaine24 on them or something because they've gone
around... They tend to be used much more by people buying illegal, illicit
things in bulk25.
Ian: People buying illicit stuff. Yeah. Well, that was probably true back in
the paper days26, I'm not sure now.
Pete: Yeah, especially in America, in Miami.
Ian: Yeah, the plastic ones are not obviously going to absorb27 as much as
they do as paper, but… Although, in… They were paper in Australia, but
the notes in the United States are not made out of paper as if they're not
cellulose28 from wood.
Pete: They’re still hemp? Or is it something else?
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Ian: No. They’re made out of cotton and linen because cotton-linen weave
is much tougher29 than paper.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: It doesn't rip as easily…
Pete: But you can burn it.
Ian: But you can still burn it. You can still burn it.
Pete: You can light cigars with it. Can’t do that in Australia.
Ian: Yeah. And so, the funny thing about that is Australia was the first place
in the world to have plastic notes. And now several other countries,
including Canada, for example.
Pete: Britain. New Zealand, I assume.
Ian: And they… As far as I know30, certainly Canada, New Zealand, both
use the Australian polymer31.
Pete: Well, that's our invention.
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Ian: So, yeah, we created it.
Pete: Yeah, that was one of our inventions.
Ian: And so, we sent the polymer overseas.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: And they obviously print32 their own, their mints print their own, and
they use our plastic to do it.
Pete: Must be unique.
Ian: And it's that... Obviously it's a unique form of plastic. So, it's easy to
detect33, relatively easy to detect forgeries34, but it also is an easy one to
create holograms35 in so that we have little blank spots…
Pete: Yep.
Ian: …with holograms and those sort of things in them. So…
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Week 5:
Vocabulary
1. 1.

A pub game – a drinking game played at pubs (establishments that sell

beer and food).
2. Counterfeit something – imitate fraudulently, usually money.
3. Be out – mistaken; in error.
4. John MacArthur (1767-1834) – A British army officer, entrepreneur, politician,
architect and pioneer of the settlement in Australia.
5. The sheep/the wool industry – the economic activity concerned with raising
sheep for meat and wool.
6. Commemorate something – make or celebrate (an event or person) by doing or
producing something.
7. Align something – place or arrange (things) in a straight line.
8. Inconsistency – the state of varying a lot and not staying the same.
9. 10 o’clock closing – when pubs had to shut at 10PM in the evenings (in the past).
10. Last drinks – the last chance to purchase drinks in an establishment before it
closes.
11. Deface something – spoil the surface or appearance (of something), for example
by drawing or writing on it.
12. A bar – a counter in a pub, restaurant, or café across which drinks or
refreshments are served.
13. Currency – the fact or quality of being generally accepted or in use.
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·

Dad makes a pun here with the word ‘currency’, which can also mean money,
and in colonial Australia, ‘currency’ referred to anyone born in Australia as
opposed to back in England (‘sterling’).

14. If you’ll excuse the pun – often said when someone says a pun, a play on words,
when speaking, usually to point out the joke they’ve made.
15. Catch on – (of a practice or fashion) become popular.
16. A pineapple – (literal) a type of fruit. Here it is Aussie slang to refer to the $50
note in Australian currency, which is yellow like a pineapple.
17. A lobster – (literal) a type of crustacean. Here it is Aussie slang to refer to the
$20 note in Australian currency, which is orange/red like a lobster (when
cooked).
18. A green ghost/green tree frog – Here these Aussie slang that are referring to the
$100 note in Australian currency, which is green.
19. Denomination – the face value of a banknote, coin, or postage stamp.
20. Get something as change – money returned to someone as the balance of a sum
paid for something.
21. Buy something off someone – purchase something from someone.
22. Cash transaction – where something is purchased using coins or banknotes.
23. Mint – (of an object) in pristine condition; as new.
·

Mint – (verb) make money or produce for the first time.

24. A trace (of something) – a very small quantity, especially one too small to be
accurately measured.
25. In bulk – being in large quantities or not divided into separate units.
26. Back in the paper days – in the past during the period where paper bank notes
were used.
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·

‘back in the day’ – in the past.

·

‘back in the something days’ – in the past during the period where something
existed or too place.

27. Absorb something – take in or soak up (energy or a liquid or other substance) by
chemical or physical action.
28. Cellulose – an insoluble substance which is the main constituent of plant cell
walls and of vegetable fibres.
29. Tougher – more durable; stronger.
30. As far as I know – used to show you’re not absolutely sure of what you’re about
to say or just said, and you may be wrong.
31. A polymer – a substance that has a molecular structure built up from a large
number of similar units bonded together.
32. Print (money) – produce large quantities (of money).
33. Detect something – discern (something intangible or barely perceptible).
34. A forgery – a document, signature, banknote, or work of art that is fake.
35. A hologram – a photo of an interference pattern which, when suitably illuminated,
produces a three-dimensional image.
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Week 5:
Pronunciation
1. I got $100 back in change.
2. We used to play this pub game.
3. It’s illegal to deface the Queen’s currency.
4. The cutting machine would be a few millimetres out.
5. It never got any ‘currency’, if you'll excuse the pun…
6. As far as I know, New Zealand uses the Australian polymer.
7. Last drinks used to be called before 10 o’clock closing in pubs.
8. That was probably true back in the paper days, I'm not sure now.
9. The only place that people typically get them is in high cash transactions.
10. It’s easy to detect banknote forgeries as they don’t have holograms in them.
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